[Computerized tomography assessment of femoral and tibial rotation in total knee prosthesis].
CT assessment of the axial deviation of the femoral and tibial prosthetic components in total knee arthroplasty. January to July 1999, seventeen patients, 10 males and 7 females, mean age 66 years (standard deviation +/- 4) were examined after total knee arthroplasty. Exclusion criteria were prosthesis loosening and severe (equal or superior to 7 degrees) varus or valgus deviation. All patients were examined with knee radiography in the standing position completed by axial projections of patella and by CT scanning. We used a modification of Berger technique and carried out comparative CT scans extended lower limbs and acquisitions perpendicular to the mechanical axis of the knee, from the femoral supracondylar region down to the plane crossing the distal end of the tibial prosthetic component. Reference lines were then drawn electronically on given scanning planes to reckon the axial deviation of the femoral and tibial prosthetic components. Six patients, one female and 5 males, with normal rotational values of femoral and tibial prosthetic components presented no clinical symptoms. Eight patients, 4 females and 4 males, with abnormal values presented the following clinical symptoms: medial impingement, (incomplete) dislocation patella, and lateral instability. One female patient with a normal rotational value of femoral prosthetic component and an altered value of tibial prosthetic component presented medial impingement. Finally two patients, one female and one male, were absolutely asymptomatic although the rotational values of the two prosthetic components were beyond the normal range. Total knee arthroplasty is presently a standard treatment for many conditions involving this joint. There are several possible postoperative complications, namely fractures, dislocations (a)septic loosening and femoropatellar instability. The latter condition is the most frequent complication among implant failures and is caused by bad orientation of the femoral and tibial components on frontal and axial planes. We measured the orientation of the prosthetic components introducing a CT procedure which modifies the uniarticular with four scans introduced by Berger. The new method uses Berger's parameters and the CT study of both joints by means of Helical CT. With a single examination lasting less than 4 minutes and with the patient in a more comfortable position, we can obtain: 1) comparative and simultaneous assessment of the contralateral joint; 2) several scans to better define Berger's parameters and to accomplish measurement of the rotational deviation with higher precision and markedly decreasing the error margin. The analysis of the results confirms the international literature findings and especially the fundamental importance in positioning both prosthetic components within normal values, as emphasized by the relationship between the clinical symptoms and the rotational degree of the femoral and tibial prosthetic components.